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ABSTRACT

As a field, telepresence has grown to include a wide range of
systems, from multi-view videoconferencing units to
humanlike androids. However, the diversity of systems and
research makes it difficult to form a holistic understanding of
where the field stands. We propose a framework consisting
of seven design dimensions for understanding telepresence,
iteratively developed from previous literature, a series of
three surveys, the construction of two design probes, and a
field study. These design dimensions uniquely categorize 17
telepresence scenarios. In this work, we explain our
development process, describe our design dimensions—
initiation, physical environment, mobility, vision, social
environment, communication, and independence—as well as
our scenarios, and demonstrate the use of our framework as a
tool to (1) highlight opportunities for future work, (2)
identify generalizable findings from research, and (3)
facilitate communication in the telepresence community.
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INTRODUCTION

“The biggest challenge to developing telepresence is
achieving that sense of ‘being there.’ Can telepresence be a
true substitute for the real thing?” – Marvin Minsky [39]
When Marvin Minsky coined the term “telepresence,” he
envisioned technologies where remote users’ experiences
would be so similar to actually being there that there would
be no noticeable difference [39]. Since then, innovation and
research within the realm of telepresence has encompassed a
vast range of technologies aimed at achieving this vision.
From work on the use of these systems in specific domains,
such as medical [31,64], education [67,68], or office settings
[49,58,63,69], to the development of novel systems such as
flying telepresence blimps [46] or three dimensional
embodiments of the remote user [40,42], the diversity of
approaches has not only allowed exploring many different
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avenues of research, but has also informed our understanding
of how these systems mediate our communications.
However, as the field of telepresence has matured, this
diversity has caused the relationship between disparate
studies to become increasingly complicated, making it
difficult to understand how each piece is situated within the
greater whole. This lack of cohesive structure can obscure
opportunities for new research and can mean that designers
start from scratch each time a new technology is introduced.
As a result, researchers and designers are often faced with
reinventing solutions, reproducing results, or struggling to
identify whether their findings are novel.
To address this, we propose a framework for the telepresence
research space which enables designers and researchers to:
− Identify opportunities for future research.
− Reflect on past and future work to determine potentially
generalizable findings.
− Share a structure and language for reporting research to
facilitate interaction within the telepresence community.
To develop this framework, we engaged in a multi-stage
iterative process. This process involved examining previous
literature and conducting a series of exploratory surveys. We
used these surveys to identify the contexts in which
telepresence technologies might be used and the unique
design dimensions which distinguish them. Based on this
initial framework, we created two design probes—developed
to match the needs of disparate scenarios—and field tested

Figure 1. Participants in our field study share a meal (left) or
a visit to the local art museum (right) with a remote user.

them as a proof of concept. Last, we used the insights gained
from these field tests to further refine our framework.

to understand the breadth of experiences that people could
envision using a technology to attend remotely.

RELATED WORK

We asked participants three open-ended questions about how
they might envision using a telepresence technology
(“Imagine that there was a technology that allowed you to
appear in a different place, just as if you were actually there,
without having to travel. What would you use this technology
to do?”)

As various human-computer interaction domains have
matured, each has grappled with finding a structure to
organize their growing bodies of work. Examples in CSCW
include Gutwin et al.’s framework for workspace awareness
[19], Neale et al.’s model for evaluating computer-supported
cooperative work [41], Benford et al.’s review of spatial
approaches [3], and the work of Ellis et al. and Grudin
[13,18] in groupware. With over 1800 papers and journal
articles classified as telepresence work by 2007 [34],
telepresence is reaching a point where the need for such an
organizational structure is becoming critical.
For example, what is considered telepresence has varied
across disciplines and has become more confounded as the
term has become ubiquitous. Draper et al. divided the
prevalent telepresence methods into three main categories:
(1) simple telepresence, the ability to operate in a computermediated environment; (2) cybernetic telepresence, the
efficiency or quality of the human-machine interface; and (3)
experiential telepresence, the state where the user feels
physically present within the mediated environment [12].
Other literature has organized specific telepresence
subdomains. For example, Kristoffersson et al. created a
comprehensive survey of past literature and available
systems in the realm of mobile telepresence robots [28],
Haans et al. developed a framework for understanding
embodiment in telepresence [20], Draper et al. surveyed
overarching theories of telepresence [12], and multiple
papers have proposed robotic telepresence design
requirements [10,11,52].

Participants. A total of 44 adults anonymously participated
in our survey via SurveyGizmo, recruited through Cint
(http://www.cint.com).
Analysis & Results. We used open-coding and affinity
diagramming to systematically identify trends in responses.
We grouped these trends into 26 categories of scenarios.
Next, we examined prior theoretical literature and work
describing design requirements for various telepresence
systems. Informed by this research, we identified nine
potential design dimensions which might vary in priority
between scenarios.
Survey 2

Our second survey focused on validating our categories of
scenarios by asking about participants’ interest in using a
technology to remotely attend each one. Participants rated
their interest on a five-point Likert scale (1=not at all
interested, 5=extremely interested). We also asked two open
ended questions to refine our design dimensions and scenario
categories (“What do you think would be challenging about
using this technology?” “Please tell us about other things that
you would want to use this technology for.”).

While their approaches have differed, these works have
largely focused on creating an organizational structure as a
tool, rather than delivering an exhaustive taxonomy of their
fields. We have taken an analogous approach by synthesizing
previous work and extending it into a conceptual framework.
We therefore introduce further related work within the
description of each design dimension or scenario later in the
paper to provide a contextualized understanding for how it
has informed our development process.
FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENT

We next describe each stage of our development process,
beginning with a series of three surveys. We designed these
surveys to explore how people envision using telepresence
technologies in the future unbound by current technical
constraints and to augment prior theories in face-to-face
interactions [15,26,59]. We then discuss the development of
two design probes, and end by detailing the process and
results of our field study.
Survey 1

Our first survey was designed to extend techniques in
scenario-based design [7,55], providing an exploratory venue

Table 1. Surveys yielded 17 categories of scenarios.

Participants. We recruited a total of 174 adult participants
(75 male, 99 female) through Cint, administered through
SurveyGizmo, and Instant.ly. Ages were distributed thusly:
ages 18-24: 17, ages 25-34: 35, ages 35-54: 75, age 55+: 47.
Analysis & Results. We calculated the average and standard
deviations of how much interest participants showed in each
scenario. We used these averages to create a ranked list of
scenarios to choose the design contexts for our field study.
We also used open-coding and affinity diagramming on the
responses to the open-ended questions, resulting in a recategorization and refinement of our previous scenarios—
from 26 types down to 17. These naturally divided into two
major groups, shared experiences, where social interaction
with others was the primary goal, and solo experiences,
where the focus was on a specific activity and social
interactions were secondary, as shown in Table 1.
Additionally, we revisited our original nine design
dimensions in the context of these 17 scenarios to test
whether these dimensions sufficiently encompassed the
characteristics unique to each scenario. Based on these
criteria, we further refined our initial nine design dimensions
down to seven:
1. Initiation. How a telepresence interaction is started.
2. Physical Environment. The physical environment that
the system will be used in.
3. Mobility. The obstacles and amount of movement the
remote user will engage in while using the system.
4. Vision. What users see and how they adjust their visual
focus of attention.
5. Social environment. Relationships among all the
stakeholders—those involved both directly and
indirectly in the interaction.
6. Communication. How users communicate or interact.
7. Independence. The level of autonomy that users have.
Next, we provide a brief description of each design
dimension and the previous work related to it.
Initiation. The initiation dimension encompasses the factors
that influence how interaction begins between local and
remote users via a telepresence system.
Theories in the context of telephone interactions discuss the
concept of caller hegemony—the power disparity between
the caller and the answerer [22]. Later work in the context of
cellphones elaborated on this concept by exploring how
changes to the technology, such as the addition of caller id,
disrupts hegemony power dynamics [23].
In the context of telepresence robots, which further shifts the
power dynamics in caller hegemony, previous field research
has investigated the instigation of interactions when remote
users, or remotes, have been present via an embodied
telepresence system. These studies showed that when a
remote user is connected via a telepresence robot, there is an

increase in informal and spontaneous interactions initiated by
users local to the system, or locals [32,63]. Other work
focused on user concerns about the etiquette of starting a call
and apprehensions about privacy [1,10]. Last, participants in
our surveys brought up concerns about the potential setup
costs and the overhead of learning to use a new technology.
Items in this design dimension therefore seek to answer such
questions as: Who has the ability to begin the interaction?
What is the etiquette surrounding initiating the interaction?
What options does the non-initiating party have for
controlling the other person’s access? What is the amount of
planning required for the interaction to take place and are
there any additional setup costs?
Physical Environment. Although physical environments
may vary, successful operation within a setting is a common
challenge in designing telepresence systems. When
examining obstacles to movement, research has explored a
number of approaches, from telepresence blimps [46] to
wheeled vehicles that can traverse hazardous terrains [38] to
wearable companions [40]. Beyond transportation modes,
other aspects of the physical environment have been
highlighted in prior work, such as spatial formations in copresent interactions [26], ambient noise levels in real-world
scenarios [24,60,61] or the need to interact with or share
items to enhance feelings of presence in remote meals [66].
Questions within the scope of the physical environment
include: Where will interactions take place (e.g., indoors,
outdoors, or both)? What will the ambient noise level be?
What spatial configurations might users need to interact
within? Where will users manipulate items or interact with a
workspace? What properties might the workspace have?
Mobility. As emphasized in the literature, different contexts
may present very different obstacles to mobility [5,24]. Prior
research has highlighted contrasts—such as terrain, number
and type of obstacles, and range of motion—between
movement in business settings and movement in nonworkplace environments [5,24].
Additionally, while providing mobility for the remote user
may increase their feelings of presence, it may not
immediately contribute to task outcomes due to other factors,
such as cognitive load [50]. While not every obstacle can be
predicted, anticipating the needs and constraints for the target
scenario and prioritizing based on the context may reduce
breakdowns and improve user experiences.
Examples of key elements to consider within this design
dimension are: How large is the area that the system is
expected to navigate within? What barriers exist to the
system’s mobility (e.g., stairs, elevators that can also block
network connectivity)? How might the design of the system
restrict the local user’s or bystander’s freedom of movement?
Vision. When viewing the environment, the remote user’s
ability to focus on objects at a variety of ranges [24] and to
understand how they are situated in the local’s environment

[21] can be critical to their enjoyment and ability to complete
tasks. In collaborative work scenarios, the amount of visual
data from the shared workspace that is communicated to both
parties has been shown to facilitate the success of their
outcomes [15,19,58]. In Draper et al.’s attentional model of
telepresence, visual information is particularly critical as a
focus of attentional resources for remote users, which they
argue is the central component in telepresence [12].
Prior work has found that the ability to see the other person
improves collaborative outcomes [4]. Research has also
shown that the visibility of the remote user’s upper body—
beyond just their face—improved empathy between users
and increased interaction fluency [44]. In addition to
examining the amount of visual information shared,
telepresence systems have also explored the preservation of
spatial positioning [43,57] and eye gaze [40].
Although numerous ways may be found to supplement
visual information for both the local and the remote users,
different scenarios may have different needs. In the
dimension of vision, designers and researchers may seek
answers to questions such as: What will the primary focus of
attention during the interaction be (e.g., other people, shared
workspace, the environment)? How far do we expect the
primary focus of attention to be from the viewer? Will the
ability to perceive referential gestures be important? What
kind of visual feedback will be provided about the system
and the state of the users?
Social Environment. Research has begun to explore the
relationship between theoretical work in face-to-face
interactions and how it may translate to remote interactions.
For example, within the context of Actor-Network theory,
research on cellphone usage has examined remote users as
actor-nodes [23,30]. Within the context of public places,
theories on normative behaviors and social landscapes have
been extended to examine how cellphone usage disrupts the
status of being with another person—shifting those who are
not engaged in the call into the status of being alone [16,23].
Informed by these theoretical contributions, we further
categorized the people that might be affected by the use of a
telepresence system into six types of stakeholders—those
involved in the interaction directly as well as those involved
peripherally, or indirectly.
Remote users: The user or users in a remote location who are
managing the connection as the main actors. For example,
the mother holding most of the conversation with her son,
who is the local user.
Remote party members: People in the remote location who
are peripherally involved in the interaction. For example, the
father who may occasionally come into view to answer a
question but who is doing other things in his environment.
Remote bystanders: People who are not part of the
interaction, but are in the remote environment and affected
by what occurs. For example, the daughter who is in the

same room as the parents but is involved in her own
activities.
Local users: The user or users who are local to the
telepresence system who are participating in the interaction
as main actors. For example, the son who is interacting with
his remotely connected mother.
Local party members: People in the local environment who
are peripherally involved in the interaction. For example, the
son’s friends who may occasionally join the conversation.
Local bystanders: People who are not part of the interaction,
but are in the local environment of the system and are
affected by what occurs. For example, if the interaction is
taking place at a restaurant, other customers in the restaurant.
Previous work primarily focused on two stakeholders, the
local and the remote users. These studies have largely
focused on either: (1) examining the effects that telepresence
technologies have on the relationship between the users; or
(2) defining the mediating effects that these technologies
have on user perceptions.
Studies on the effects of telepresence technologies on user
relationships explored how systems might be used differently
between work and leisure contexts [5] and how they might
support the formation of common ground—a common base
of shared knowledge and vocabulary [9,45]. Related research
also raised questions about what etiquette should exist or
how the privacy (or lack of it) afforded by telepresence
systems may strain users’ ties [1,10,11,37].
When seeking to define the mediating effects that
telepresence technologies may have on user perceptions,
literature has shown that instant messaging or
videoconferencing may equalize user relationships [27] and
that in videoconferencing, the amount of user multitasking
may be reduced [5,65]. Research has also begun to explore
how the appearance of telepresence technologies might shape
user perceptions. Examples include manipulating the remote
user’s level of embodiment to increase the development of
trust between users [48], altering the height of a robotic
telepresence system to support or undermine the remote
user’s authority [46,49], and creating a more human-like
embodiment to increase the local user’s perceptions of the
remote user’s presence [54]. Additional studies have also
discussed leveraging the appearance of the system’s
embodiment to aid in identifying remote users [32,49,63].
Informed by this previous work and our surveys, questions
that fit within the realm of the social environment include:
How private is the setting expected to be? Do the users have
pre-existing relationships? How might pre-existing
relationships shape the way in which the system is used? In
what ways might the embodiment or presentation of the
system influence perceptions of the local or remote users?
Communication. The ability to communicate with others
verbally, through gesture, and through language has been
shown to be a core component in face-to-face interactions
[15,59]. As a result, most telepresence systems integrate aural

and visual information as a matter of course. Despite these
commonalities, many questions arise about how large the
visual field should be [10,11,24], what constitutes critical
visual information (e.g., the ability to see referential gestures,
posture of users, spatial positioning of users) [4,21,29,52], at
what fidelity this information should be available [10,11],
and how to measure communicative performance [61].
In addition to aural and visual information, different
modalities for promoting communication between users have
been explored, such as indicators for when a telepresence
system is occupied [60], signaling other people’s meal status
in shared dining scenarios [17], allowing people to send
messages via a tablecloth and printed on food [66], or
integrating deictic gestures using a laser pointer [36].
In considering factors for the dimension of communication,
questions should fit the scope of the scenario. For example:
What verbal and non-verbal cues will be critical in this
context? How much time might be spent listening vs.
speaking? What gestures may need to be supported in this
context? Is physical contact common in these scenarios?
Independence. Prior work on cellular phones highlights the
power disparity between caller and answerer, particularly in
light of social norms, and how the addition of various
supportive technologies may shift that dynamic [1,22,23]. As
advances in navigation and visual identification systems have
enabled remote or autonomous control, particularly in robotic
telepresence systems [8,35,60], new insights and theories
may be constructed about how greater independence may
affect user relationships, such as in building trust [48].
Items in this design dimension seek to answer questions such
as: Should the users be able to act independently of each
other? Will any of the users be reliant on others for direction
or to act? Will design choices, such as those affecting
situational awareness or cognitive load, empower users? Will
users feel in control? Are there points of enforced
dependency due to design choices?
Survey 3
We constructed our third online questionnaire to examine
each of the 17 scenarios that we identified earlier in the
context of our seven design dimensions. Our goal was to
augment the theoretical work on understanding face-to-face
interactions with what people felt to be crucial in the context
of their own public and private experiences. By combining
our survey responses in each of these scenarios with prior
theory, we sought to create a blueprint for how these design
dimensions are prioritized in different contexts.
To accomplish this, we asked participants to choose three of
the scenarios that they had experienced, in-person, in the
past. We asked them to recall these face-to-face experiences
and to answer a combination of open-ended, multiple choice,
percentage, rating, and yes or no questions about them.
Examples of responses to these questions are in Table 2.
Participants. A total of 121 adults (45 male, 76 female),
recruited through Cint, responded to our survey resulting in

descriptions of 342 face-to-face experiences. Ages were
distributed as follows: ages 18-24: 24, ages 25-34: 25, ages
35-44: 23, ages 45-54: 24, and age 55+: 25.
Analysis & Results. We examined each scenario separately,
calculating the average, standard deviation, or percentage
responding positively, for every question. We then compared
these scores across scenarios. From this comparison, we
identified the elements in each design dimension that had the
highest contrast between scenarios, as illustrated in Table 2.
Our goal in collecting responses about people’s face-to-face
experiences was to uncover how these scenarios differed in
interactions unmediated by technology in both public and
private contexts. Revealing these distinctions might help
predict when and where interactions within these scenarios
would differ when using a telepresence technology.
These insights can also aid us in:
- Predicting and prioritizing what functionalities should be
implemented in future systems.
- Understanding and predicting where results from research
may generalize across scenarios, or where perceptions,
attitudes, and outcomes may differ.
- Highlighting that a one-size-fits-all approach to
telepresence is unlikely to meet the needs of all scenarios.
However, these potential benefits are based on the theory that
needs and constraints vary across scenarios and that our
framework of design dimensions can help differentiate them.
Design Probes

To validate our framework, we chose two scenarios that had
large contrasts along our design dimensions, as shown in
Table 2. Due to the many differences between scenarios
identified in our third survey, we further narrowed the scope
of our testing by prioritizing the most popular scenarios from
our second survey. These criteria resulted in our choosing
two scenarios to test: remotely sharing a meal together and
remotely visiting a new place with someone. Using the needs
found along our design dimensions from our third survey as a
guide, we constructed two design probes: a “freestanding”
probe and a “wearable” probe.
Freestanding Device: Sharing a Meal

We designed a freestanding device, shown in Figure 2a, for
sharing a meal with a remote person. Similar in design to
previous systems [63,69] our freestanding probe consisted of
a Windows tablet with an 11.6 inch 1080p screen, an external
battery, a web camera, a speaker system, and a microphone,
mounted on a laser cut plastic frame on a metal stand. Skype
v6.6 in full screen mode was used for videoconferencing.
Below, we list the key choices made in each design
dimension and match them to the results from our third
survey, shown in Table 2.
 Initiation: Setup time for the freestanding device was
high, requiring installation of additional software for the
remote user, and positioning/transport of the device for the
local user, as we chose to deprioritize this dimension.

 Physical Environment: We worked to accommodate long
periods of time where the local’s hands would be occupied
and minimized the amount of dynamic adjustment that
locals had to do by providing the remote user with software
to control the positioning of the camera. To handle variable
levels of background noise, we used a Jawbone Jambox
with a CAD U7 USB Desktop Condenser microphone. The
height of the system was adjustable to match the dining
surface—30–66 inches to the center of the screen—so that
no changes would be needed after setup.

 Mobility: We traded mobility for stability in our design,
constructing our probe with a triangular metal stand, two
wheels, and a portable battery pack that was secured to the
base. In total, the freestanding probe weighed 6.5kg.
 Vision: We provided remote users with control over a
Logitech BCC950 1080p webcam with pan, tilt, and zoom
capability to accommodate visual switching at close to
middle distances (e.g., other diners, food on the table).
 Social Environment: We leveraged expected existing
relationships between remote and local users and gave the

Table 2. Examples of responses from six scenarios along the seven dimensions in the framework.

locals responsibility for handling the probe.
 Communication: We did not prioritize any methods of
communication beyond audio and video in the shared meal
probe because our third survey did not show a strong need
for referential gestures or physical contact.
 Independence: While the initial setup of the freestanding
probe required aid from the local users, we increased the
remote user’s independence by providing them with the
ability to control their camera and point of view.
Wearable Device: Visiting a New Place Together

We created a wearable device, shown in Figure 2b, as a
design probe to match the needs for visiting a new place with
a remote person. Similar in concept to other wearable
telepresence systems [40,47], our system consisted of a
Nokia Lumia 920 Windows Phone with a 4.5 inch screen, a
wide-angle lens, an external speaker system or earbuds, and
an external battery, mounted on a wearable cross-body bag.
Videoconferencing was accomplished via Skype v4.9,
installed as an application on the phone.
We next list the key decisions made in each design
dimension, matching them to the results shown in Table 2.
 Initiation: Although there was no setup cost for the
remote user in our wearable probe, the local user was
required to put the carrier on, adjust the straps, and connect
the earbuds (if desired); this was due to the low priority
placed on minimizing setup time.
 Physical Environment: The wearable system used a
SuperTooth Crystal Portable Speakerphone or earbuds with
a microphone (the local user’s choice) to address the
expected variability of ambient noise levels.
 Mobility: We designed the wearable probe to leverage the

local’s ability to navigate and maneuver through a large
area with multiple obstacles in the physical environment.
We minimized the weight of the probe, limiting it to 1kg,
and designed it to closely conform to the local’s body.
 Vision: We affixed a wide angle Camkix lens to the
wearable probe’s built-in front camera to increase the
remote user’s range of view, accommodating mid-to-distant
visual ranges.
 Social Environment: We leveraged the expected close
relationships between locals and remotes to provide greater
mobility for the probe, having the local wear the device.
 Communication: To allow users to not only share audio
and video information, but also gestures made by the local
user, we used a modified iOttie car mount holder with a
quick-release mechanism, allowing locals to swap between
wearing and holding the phone as needed. The positioning
of the mount on the chest helped remote users to see and to
follow deictic (pointing) gestures made by the local user,
from the local’s perspective.
 Independence: Remote users were not provided with a
way to control the camera on the wearable device so that
we could minimize the weight of the system.
Applying Our Framework: Scoring the Probes

We used our framework to evaluate the expected
performance of the probes in our two targeted scenarios. We
used extensive pilot testing to assign performance weights to
each probe for the elements in each design dimension.
Positive weights indicated higher performance and negative
weights indicated lower performance. For example, because
the freestanding probe is stable and wheeled but unwieldy to
move, we gave it a weight of 0.5 for mobility “Within a
room,” but -0.5 for “Between rooms on a floor.” Weights
were multiplied by scores in each dimension from the third
survey and summed to yield a final score for each probe in
the two scenarios. Table 3 shows examples of these weights
along two of our dimensions, vision and physical
environment, as well as final scores. Our framework
predicted that the freestanding probe would be a better fit for
the “Shared Meal” scenario, while the wearable probe would
be a better fit for the “Visiting a New Place” scenario.
Field Study

We conducted a two (museum vs. restaurant betweensubjects) by two (freestanding vs. wearable within-subjects)
mixed-design field study to evaluate our framework’s
predictions and explore design issues. We chose the field
study setting to evoke realistic responses to our design probes
in natural settings among users with pre-existing
relationships, as our surveys indicated that these were highly
likely use cases for telepresence systems.

Figure 2. Telepresence design probes built for our field study:
(a) the freestanding device on the left, and (b) the wearable
device, shown on a mannequin, on the right. (Probes are not
accurately scaled relative to each other.)

on hand at a discreet distance to handle any technical
difficulties that arose such as connection issues and dropped
calls. After approximately 30 minutes, the experimenter
approached the participants and asked the remote to log out
of the first device. The experimenter instructed the locals on
the second device, and once they indicated their readiness,
reconnected the remote. The experimenter then retreated
from view as they continued their shared experience.
Approximately 30 minutes later, the experimenter returned
and asked the participants which device they would like to
complete their experience on, switching the devices, if
necessary. During the session the experimenter took
photographs and field notes on the interaction.

Table 3. Example of percentage responses along two design
dimensions for target scenarios. Assigned weights for each
probe are listed on the right, total scores at the bottom are the
sum of the weighted percentage of performance along all
elements in the design dimension.
Shared Meal Setting: Restaurant

The restaurant used as the setting for sharing a meal had two
floors, with high ceilings and an open floor plan. Participants
were seated at a booth near the windows on the first floor and
the experimenter sat at a table within view of the participant.
The booth was near a bar area and during some meals,
sunlight reduced the visibility of the device screens. Ambient
noise levels ranged between relatively quiet to extremely
loud during busy mealtimes. The post-study interview took
place at the participant’s booth, after completing the meal.
An example of a participant in this environment is shown in
Figure 3.
Visiting a Place Together Setting: Museum

The museum used as a setting for visiting a new place
together was located in a downtown area and had three floors
connected via escalators containing 16 galleries. Tickets and
admission took place on the first floor, with exhibits on the
second and third floors. The floor plan was open without any
enforced order to the artwork and participants were permitted
to explore anything in the general collection. The post-study
interview took place in a children’s play room provided by
the museum on the second floor, after participants indicated
that they had completed their visit.
Procedure. Local participants were greeted by the
experimenter once they were seated at the restaurant or had
arrived in the lobby of the museum. After completing a
consent form, the local users were trained on the first device
by the experimenter. Ordering of the devices was counterbalanced. After the locals were comfortable with operating
the device, the experimenter connected the remote user to the
device and the participants began their restaurant or museum
experience. Throughout the experience, the experimenter was

Survey and Interviews. Following the shared experience,
we administered a survey to measure individual impressions
of using each system. Participants rated their agreement with
15 statements, designed to measure difficulties along each
design dimension (e.g., “Everyone in my party was
comfortable with the remote person/me being there on the
device”) on a five-point Likert scale (1=Strongly Disagree,
5=Strongly Agree).
Upon completing the questionnaire, we engaged participants
in a semi-structured, audio-recorded group interview with
remote and local users, as well as any party members, of
about 20 minutes. The interview was designed to elicit
feedback on breakdowns that occurred and to provoke
reflections on the social dynamics surrounding the
interaction. We asked users to contrast their experiences with
the different devices and for potential improvements.
Additionally, participants were asked to consider other
contexts that might suggest using one device over the other.
Participants. We recruited 7 groups for each condition,
comprising 45 people (28 females, 17 males) to participate in
the study. In each group, one person acted as the remote user
and participated from a location of their choice, one person
acted as the local user and was responsible for handling the
device, and any other people present were part of the local or
remote user’s party. Participant groups ranged in size from 1
to 4 people on the local side, usually friends or family, and 1

Figure 3. Father and son sharing a meal with a remote family
friend using the wearable device.

to 2 people on the remote side, generally friends or family
members of the local user. Participant ages ranged between
17 to 52 years old, M = 30.1, SD = 10.4, and all participants
had pre-existing social ties or shared a relationship with one
of the users (e.g., the local user invited the people he was
working with to share the meal with his remote mother,
whom he introduced during the interaction).
Data Analysis. For our field notes and interviews, we
transcribed our audio recordings and organized responses
into groups as trends emerged. We then extracted insights
from these trends and used them to expand our framework.
Although our survey was not the focus of our study, we
followed a process of testing for covariates, doing a
confirmatory factor analysis on our questionnaire items, and
analyzing our results using a mixed-measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA). Due to the group sample size of our data
set, we treated each survey as independent.
In testing for covariates, we found that there were no
significant effects of device order and participant role. For
our questionnaire items, our confirmatory factor analysis
found a good fit for our questions regarding the
independence of the remote user, two items (α = .82), and for
our questions regarding communication, two items (α = .87).
The alpha values for the remaining questionnaire items were
below .70, indicating that they did not fit together to measure
the other five design dimensions, so we analyzed those
questions individually to understand subjective trends.
Results. We organize the results of our field study into two
parts: (1) the emergent themes extracted from our field
observations and interviews; and (2) the quantitative results
from our post-experience survey.
Emergent Themes

Our field study yielded six key insights beyond those found
in our surveys or in previous research for elements within the
design dimensions of vision, social environment,
communication, and independence.
In highlighting these insights, we refer to participants by
condition and role—D for dinner, M for museum, L for local,
R for remote, and P for members of the local’s party—
followed by a number indicating the group. For example,
DR1 would stand for the remote user in the shared dinner
experience from the first group of participants.
Insight 1: Differences in feedback requirements for shared
perspectives in telepresence (Vision)

“I tried to direct him how to move so I could see [with the
wearable device], but that became very confusing,
because I would say, ‘To my left,’ and he would say,
‘Well, which left?’” (DR2)
In face-to-face communications, attentional focus is signaled
by several factors, such as the direction of the eyes, the head,
or the positioning of the body [14]. However, when using
both of our devices, participants frequently voiced
uncertainty about what other users were looking at.

When using the wearable device, these breakdowns
manifested when the local user was unable to see the screen
or had no feedback on what their camera was showing. With
the freestanding device, failures occurred when the remote’s
ability to control the camera made it difficult for the local to
track where the remote was looking: “[In response to what
they liked about the wearable device] Basically that we both
could see the same thing, so look at a painting and be like,
‘Oh, look at this. This is cool,’ and it’s like, yeah, I’m looking
at the exact same thing – with the rotating one [the
freestanding device], I can be looking off in a random
different direction.” (MR4).
Prior work on spatial perspective-taking in face-to-face
conversation has shown that speakers use more egocentric
perspectives—referring to the speaker’s point of view—
when speaking to a partner [56]. However, in interactions
mediated by a telepresence technology the relationship
between remote and local perspectives is not always clear.
Users may experience incorrect mental models of what is
visible to the other user and the remote user’s perspective
may change suddenly (e.g., as when being flipped around or
moved in the local user’s hand), making it difficult to
maintain an accurate perception of the addressee’s relative
position. In addition to the way that users share spatial
perspectives, previous literature has highlighted the need to
support gaze cues to aid in a shared understanding of
attentional focus [11,40].
While this literature may serve to inform the design of future
telepresence systems, more work must be done to understand
how telepresence features, particularly those that grant
abilities beyond those found in face-to-face interactions (e.g.,
the ability to see 360° or to directly see the speaking person’s
perspective), support interactions across scenarios and
integrate with previous theoretical work.
Insight 2: Bystander responses to the remote’s varying levels
of embodiment (Social Environment)

“…I think some people looked at me kind of funny and
thought I was awkward.” (MR3)
In face-to-face interactions, participant presence is selfapparent and their appearance is similar to others in the
environment. When using our telepresence probes, however,
remote and local users were extremely sensitive to how
differences in the remote user’s appearance affected
bystander behavior.
Some users enjoyed the attention drawn by the higher
visibility of the freestanding system’s embodiment: “So many
people stopped. They were like, ‘Who is that? Who are you
talking to?’ I feel like it was more interactive with other
people. I had more fun with [it].” (ML2)
However, others revealed discomfort with the level of
disruption that they were causing with the freestanding
device that they did not feel with the wearable device in the
same environment: “I think more just not wanting to draw
attention and stuff. People are there to look at art.” (MR7).

These examples illustrate how the appearance of the remote
user might shape not just the local user’s or local party
member’s perceptions, but also the impact that it might have
on bystander perceptions and how this may be shaped by the
expectations within a given context.
Recent work has examined emergent social norms and
themes in cellphone usage and how these relate to concepts
in human communication literature, such as by disrupting
existing physically collocated interactions [1,23,25].
However, this prior body of work presumes a consistent
physical appearance of the other person’s (e.g., as a human or
a cellphone). With various telepresence systems available—
between wearable and freestanding in our field study—our
insight illustrates the need for telepresence research to follow
the evolution of social norms and expectations as new form
factors emerge [53].
Insight 3: User concerns about negative responses to
technology use (Social Environment)

“…I kinda felt like the stigma of having the phone [on
the wearable device] had more of a stigma than the other
one [the freestanding device]” (MR6)
People voiced differing concerns about how the two devices
might be perceived by bystanders. Some users compared the
wearable device to cellphone use because of the removable
phone, as shown in the quote above. Others felt that the overt
nature of the video on the freestanding device created
concerns among bystanders of being recorded: “[With the
freestanding device] I have the ability to start recording
anything…but I don’t know if people across the table, if they
would feel comfortable with me being here and just staring at
them eating.” (DR7). Others compared the visibility of the
freestanding device to an accessibility aid, citing greater
acceptance as it bore some similarities to pushing someone in
a wheelchair.
This insight highlights the importance of understanding how
the social connotations of previous technologies may shape
perceptions of new systems, particularly when designing
telepresence technologies to fit within a given context. For
example, more embodied and visible systems may invoke
concerns about being recorded, who has control, and access
to the system [37], while more phone-like form factors may
prompt excluding local party members [23]. In contrast,
scenarios that are not socially motivated, such as remotely
attending a class, might be less vulnerable to concerns about
negative social stigmas or reactions from bystanders. As
telepresence technologies explore new interfaces, there is an
opportunity to develop a process to predict how user
perceptions will be affected by previous media and how
transfer of knowledge and experience may tie in to theories
such as the Technology Acceptance Model [62].

Insight 4: The implicit debt of remote users (Social
Environment)

“I felt like I was the device on the second one [the
wearable device], which did not feel good. I felt used. I
was the tripod.” (ML2)
An unexpected emergent theme was the sense from users that
by logging in, the remote user was implicitly incurring a
social debt to the local user. Some locals felt responsible for
making the experience enjoyable for the remote: “Yeah, she
didn’t really ask for me to focus on other things. I just
personally took it on my own...” (DL3). However, this
occasionally led to perceptions that the local was obligated to
sacrifice his or her own experience in favor of the remote
user’s, leading to feelings of resentment and unhappiness, as
shown in the first quote by ML2.
Conversely, others reacted by prioritizing their enjoyment
over that of the remote user’s: “He did mention that it [the
freestanding device] was, like, pointed at the ground, ’cause
the best, most comfortable way I found to carry it was
definitely at a pretty extreme angle…but I don’t really care
what he thinks, so I just kept it the way that was comfortable
for me.” (ML4).
Both of these views accentuate that the implicit social debt
incurred by the remote user is a unique factor for
telepresence systems. When compared to prior literature on
caller hegemony [22], this implicit social debt adds a new
dimension to the power dynamic between local and remote
users. While some prior literature has focused on users who
are already familiar with each other [24,32,63],
understanding how this debt might be reduced, the dynamics
by which this debt is incurred, and how this debt may play
out among users who have no prior relationship, are all areas
that offer rich opportunities for future research.
Insight 5: Visibility of the technology and lack of awareness
leading to self-regulation (Communication)

“I wasn’t sure who was around or if I was gonna offend
someone or anything like that…” (MR4)
Throughout the interactions in our field study, one of the
more pervasive themes was a sensitivity exhibited by users
about the visibility of the conversation to bystanders,
sometimes leading to self-censorship. In person, people have
the ability to gauge bystander awareness and to adapt their
communication modalities accordingly (e.g., speaking more
softly, turning away, or using gestures). However, in a
majority of mediated communications, users are at the mercy
of the technology or of local users.
While the ability to self-regulate volume for remote users has
been emphasized in previous work [11,32,60,67] and the
literature has examined the theme of the “lack of control over
one’s accessibility accelerating the erosion of the publicprivate distinction” [25], our observations were that volume,
visibility, and self-consciousness about the use of technology
all played a role in affecting user interactions. In fact, due to
its potential for more visible embodiments and capabilities

These contrasting views on the constraints that our probes
enforced on the remote user illustrated how perceptions may
differ across users and across scenarios. Although little work
has been done to explore what might affect these perceptions
thus far, these insights serve to enhance our understanding of
telepresence-specific factors that may need to be considered
when developing and researching these systems.
Survey Results

Table 4. Field study survey results. * = p < .05, ** = p < .005,
standard deviations are shown in parentheses next to means.

“beyond being there,” we believe that telepresence
technologies may offer new and unique ways of allowing
users to control their communications, increasing the options
that users have in allowing the regulation of their
interactions.
Insight 6: Contrasting reactions of remote users to enforced
feelings of helplessness (Independence)

“…it felt like I was in a wheelchair like I was being
moved differently…because I have had an experience of
being in a wheelchair recently, it didn’t feel like I wanted
to be in a wheelchair…” (MR2)
During interviews, we observed contrasting reactions to how
remote users felt about their independence through the
probes. Some users felt helpless and compared the
experience to being in a wheelchair, emphasizing the
unpleasantness of having to rely on local users for assistance.
Others liked how the system constrained their actions. For
example: “[on the freestanding device] I’m more curious
about pressing buttons and scrolling around and intruding
on other people’s privacy. With the cell phone [the wearable
device], because I can’t control anything, once he sets it up
it’s like, ‘Okay, I’m just talking with him.’” (DR7)

Results from our questionnaire largely supported our
predictions of each probe’s scenario performance, based on
our framework. These results are summarized in Table 4.
DISCUSSION

We developed a framework for telepresence consisting of
seven design dimensions and 17 categories of scenarios that
was informed by prior research and a series of surveys. We
used our framework to develop two contrasting design
probes and tested them in a real-world field study. Our study
not only demonstrated how our framework might be used to
prioritize design choices amongst different contexts, but also
identified insights into interactional nuances unique to
telepresence. Incorporating these insights into our
framework, we summarize our final design dimensions in
Table 5.
In developing a framework for designing and understanding
telepresence, our goal was to a create tool that would help
designers and researchers to:
− Identify opportunities for future research.
− Reflect on past and future work to determine potentially
generalizable findings.
− Share a structure and language for reporting research and
facilitating communication within the telepresence
community.
Next, we demonstrate how our framework may be used as a
tool to accomplish each of these tasks.

Table 5. Table of the seven design dimensions and corresponding characteristics.

Identify unexplored areas for future research

Situating prior research within our framework highlights
that a number of studies have examined how the remote
user’s appearance affects local users [32,46,49,49,63].
However, our identification of potential stakeholders within
the design dimension of the social environment and the
insights revealed by our field study showcase that the
remote user’s appearance may also affect bystander
perceptions. While some prior work identifies bystanders as
stakeholders [11,24], little work has been done to conduct an
in-depth study of the interplay between users, bystanders,
and the system’s appearance, in real-world settings.
Reflect on the generalizability of prior and future work

In the context of previous work, we might establish that the
informal conversations that occur in the workplace [32,63]
and the natural exchanges that take place in the home [1]
share similarities in how the interaction is initiated. Both
scenarios involve spontaneous and opportunistic interactions
with little to no planning among people who already know
each other. Additionally, both types of interactions
commonly occur in social settings where users have
comparable means of managing their availability.
Having used our framework to identify the similarities
between these scenarios, we may expect that some findings
about the initiation of interactions in business settings may be
similar in home settings.
For example, increases in
spontaneous or opportunistic interactions in business settings
due to remote user presence via the system may be similarly
increased by remote user presence in home settings, despite
the differences within other design dimensions.
By using our design dimensions in this way to identify the
similarities and differences between scenarios, designers and
researchers may distinguish between results which should
generalize between contexts, and those which require further
investigation or differing design solutions.
Facilitate communication within the community

As the community working under the auspices of
telepresence has grown, telepresence research has become
increasingly divided in the terminologies used [28] and even
in making decisions about what should be categorized as
telepresence [34]. One example of how our framework may
be used to unify the terminology from prior literature lies in
examining multiple sources which present design
requirements for robotic telepresence systems.
Cohen et al. suggested 10 requirements for robotic
telepresence systems [10]: (1) visitor (remote user)
perceptions of presence, (2) local perceptions of visitors, (3)
mobility of visitors, (4) physical interaction, (5) fidelity of
human expression, (6) visitor environment, (7) virtual
content, (8) session management, (9) security and privacy,
and (10) acceptance.
Riek proposed a set of seven candidate requirements for
designing telepresence robots [52]: (1) video, (2) camera, (3)

control, (4) latency, (5) gaze and appearance, (6) audio, and
(7) gesture.
And Desai et al. enumerated 20 essential features for
telepresence robots [11]: (1) dynamic video profile, (2)
stationary video profile, (3) video resolution, (4) graceful
degradation, (5) audio quality, (6) volume control, (7) UI
type, (8) sensor information, (9) feedback, (10) integrated
map, (11) robot height, (12) robot speed, (13) multiple
cameras, (14) wide field of view, (15) independent
head/torso, (16) access point switching, (17) assisted
navigation, (18) human-speed navigation behaviors, (19)
adjustable autonomy, and (20) appropriate occupancy
awareness.
Each of these three previous works has segmented what
robotic telepresence systems should support in different
ways, making it difficult to understand how they relate. By
using our framework of design dimensions and scenarios as
a tool, we can begin to make sense of how the findings of
each study interact. For example, Riek’s work examines
design requirements in the context of a classroom, which
might fit in our self-improvement scenario if done alone, or
a shared viewing scenario if socially motivated. Desai et
al.’s perspective is from an office setting, where experiences
may be more focused on goal-based collaboration. Lastly,
Cohen et al.’s work does not clearly define the setting that
they are examining. These differences in scenarios may help
to explain why each of these works seems to prioritize or
highlight different features.
In delving into the reported design requirements, we might
define the question that each requirement attempts to resolve
and use this to identify the framework dimension that it fits
under. For example, Cohen et al.’s “fidelity of human
expression” encompasses the transference of body language,
head movements, eye gaze, facial expressions, and arm and
finger movements, which would fit under our dimension of
communication. Items in Riek’s categories which would
similarly be included in the framework dimension of
communication include the “gaze and appearance,” which
indicates that systems should preserve gaze and portray
clear facial appearance and expression, and the category of
“gesture,” which specifies the need for a minimum of two
degree-of-freedom mechanisms for deictic gestures. Lastly,
in Desai et al.’s work, items in the domain of the
communication dimension are included not under the
headings of the video profiles, but under “independent
head/torso” where they indicate the support of these features
for the purpose of providing social cues.
Organizing these requirements under the design dimensions
and scenarios of our framework allows those in the
telepresence community to understand why past literature
may differ in categorizing and prioritizing these guidelines.
Furthermore, by considering this work through the lens of
our framework, researchers and designers can more easily
make comparisons and combine these insights into a
cohesive whole.

By creating a framework for telepresence, our goal is to
provide a tool by which researchers and designers can
communicate across domains, terminologies, and
disciplines, to share discoveries and solutions. To do this,
we have identified seven design dimensions which uniquely
categorize 17 scenarios as a starting point. By using these
design dimensions to pinpoint similarities between contexts,
terminologies, or concepts, researchers from different
domains may begin to form a common ground with which
they can share findings.

recruiting their remote partners and allowing us to observe
their activity.

CONCLUSION

3.

It has been over 30 years since Marvin Minsky first proposed
the term telepresence to describe the sensation of “being
there” via a facilitating or mediating technology. Since that
time, the telepresence field has grown by leaps and bounds.
However, this expansion has not been without its growing
pains. Motivated by technological advances which continue
to offer new approaches to developing telepresence systems
and with the field as a whole reaching maturity, a tool is
needed to aid in understanding how the previously disparate
approaches fit together into a cohesive whole.
In this paper, we described our process for creating a
framework for telepresence. First, we iterated through a
series of surveys and used prior literature to create a
framework of design dimensions and potential telepresence
scenarios. Our framework was predicated on the theory that
these design dimensions can be used to differentiate between
the needs of each scenario, and that these needs and
constraints vary across contexts.
To test this, we validated our framework by developing
design probes for two contrasting scenarios and tested them
in real world settings through a field study. Our field study
provided a proof of concept, demonstrating the utility of our
framework as a tool for design and research. Additionally,
our observations and interviews revealed six key insights,
providing a more nuanced view of elements that are unique
to telepresence in our design dimensions.
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